
Having Strategic Conversations

Conducting conversations on controversial issues is definitely not easy, especially when you are also trying to win
the opposing sideʼs votes. However, they are necessary to help build a successful campaign that reflects your
authentic values and promotes diversity, inclusion, and equity. Having the right approach when heading into
such conversations allows for more productive learning that will benefit both you and the community. This tip
sheet offers some guidance to help candidates navigate these hard conversations.

Conversation Basics

Braver Angels Talking Across the Political Divide Strategies
Goals for these Conversations

● You learn about the perspectives, feelings, and experiences of someone you care about who differs from
you politically.

● You have a sense of satisfaction about how you conveyed your own perspective, feelings, and
experiences.

● You discover some common ground if itʼs there.

Expectations to Abandon
● That you can persuade the other person to change core attitudes and beliefs.
● That facts will be agreed on and logic will be followed consistently.
● That your conversation partner will match your openness.

Core Principles
● Respect, curiosity, and openness tend to elicit the same from the other person.
● Everyone needs to save face—no one is portrayed as stupid, blind, narrowly self-serving, or bigoted.
● Most people in a relationship have some common values and concerns that can be unearthed.

The Four Skills Domains
● Setting a constructive tone.
● Listening in a way that the other person feels heard.
● Speaking in a way that helps the other person hear you.
● Handling difficult moments.

Cautions
● Timing is key. Start at a calm moment and not a�er someone has fired off a verbal shot or is in mid-rant.
● Only try this approach with someone you think might want to hear your point of view.
● Practice one-to-one first; group conversations are harder.
● Not intended for use online.

https://braverangels.org/talking-across-the-political-divide/
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Panelist Question and Answer

How do we have meaningful and deliberate conversations around how race and equity play into our policy
stances with community members who may not have a shared definition of these terms?

When having these conversations in the community we need to meet people where they are and work to create
common goals that continue to engage community members. Listening to your community to understand their
fears and concerns can guide the conversation. Also, ground your conversation in your core values and those of
the community.

It is critical that candidates are committed to personal growth around racial equity. Make it an intentional
practice as a candidate to seek out knowledge and grow in understanding equity. Candidates can also li� up
conversations that are happening in their community around race and equity to push learning further in their
community. Be willing to have these conversations anywhere and everywhere they may happen.

SHOULD:
● gain consent and ensure that we are being developmentally appropriate in our approach
● be about what is meaningful and important to individuals and connect to shared values
● Focus on the people in the middle and those too shy to use their own voice
● express radical curiosity

SHOULDNʼT:
● shy away from truth-telling for the benefit of getting along
● rely on a large diverse population in your district to bring this issue to the forefront
● be about a stance

Not all conversations will be comfortable or have a resolution. It is important to become comfortable with the
uncomfortable or “messy” as a candidate. It may not feel good, but it is making incremental changes in your
community - you never know who may share your values until you say it out loud.

Many constituents hold similar beliefs to candidates on reproductive rights, the Second Amendment,  the
climate, and jobs, but donʼt feel like they can share those beliefs with their friends and fellow community
members. How can we empower our constituents to have courageous conversations and publicly share
their stances on issues of importance while building support for our campaigns?

There may be communities where there are very vocal groups of individuals that hold an opposing position on an
issue against you. It is important to share with your volunteers and campaign staff your positions and how you

have come to that stance. Additionally, empower your team to redirect constituents to speak directly with you as
a candidate and to not speak on an issue with which they are uncomfortable.
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Plan conversations from the aspect of seeding, cultivating, and harvesting.
● Create space for these conversations including spaces for dissent. Move past hate and harm and allow

varying viewpoints. Provide room for someone to share their story, be affirmed, but also ask them to
grow in their understanding of the issue.

● Create opportunities for one-to-one conversations and opportunities for learning about issues faced in
your community and how it is manifested in the lives of different people in your community.

● Create conditions to encourage community members to show up, share their values and beliefs to build
deeper connections, co-create shared understandings, and influence one another.

SHOULD:
● Connect your positions to shared values.
● Share examples across a spectrum of issues.
● Explain your values beyond using quantitative data
● Gain an understanding of how the brain works and how tough conversations can trigger the amygdala.

There is a biological reaction - fight, flight,  flee or please. Work to recognize when you have triggered
someone in the conversation as well as keep yourself regulated.

● Build networks with people who agree or are in the middle within your community.
● Be courageous and share your values before, during, and a�er your race so that the community

understands your vision.

It is important to create space for measured conflict to have hard conversations in order to lead to deeper
understanding. And share when you have success and are able to transform conflict from fear to action.

What do we do as candidates when we have carefully cra�ed a message that is authentic and also meant
to prevent further polarization in our community, but it erupts in divisiveness anyway? Do you have
tactics to help a candidate center herself when conversations elicit emotional responses?

It is important to acknowledge and normalize conflict & difference as part of who we are. If a message does not
resonate or land, alter your communication tactic. It is okay to use different languages to reach different types of
voters.

Conversations do elicit emotional responses. You have to be able to work through those emotions and engage
others through your individual filter. Take time to step back for self-reflection on why you are having the
response you are and identify what deeply held belief is being threatened in the conversation. Self-awareness is
key to knowing where your triggers are as a candidate. Prepare for this eventuality and make plans for how you
will self-regulate and move through the emotion to show your leadership.
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How do we utilize conversations around shared values when discussing our proposed policy solutions to
these complex community problems?

We need to moderate ourselves and recognize when we have been triggered. Being transparent with your own
emotions so that you can grow personally is important. We also need to test our own assumptions around our
deeply held values.

We tried to host a community conversation on policing in my city and it was very hard to get people to
attend. It was also “boycotted” by one political side in the area so how do you get people to show up?

How can you reframe the context of the community conversation? Could the narrative change to Black dignity or
young Black children? The narratives that we push forward are not working and shi�ing that conversation and
sharing the history or evolution of an issue will likely pull together a broader community of people looking to
engage. Systems thrive not only based on policy, but on beliefs people hold about others. Directly work to
address these beliefs.

It is important to look at the stakeholders of an issue and create a personal ask to get them involved. By bringing
their networks, they will broaden those at the table for the conversation. Ask others to make personal
connections to bring people to the table as well.

Could you speak to navigating crisis/drama/harassment created by extremists who target some of our
local elected leaders and candidates?

Build into your campaign plan and team individuals that work on issues of safety and harassing
communications. Consider your strategy on where and when you are engaging with communities that may have
an increased number of people who hold opposing views. This goes back to researching and understanding your
district.

You must have conversations with people who disagree with you so that you can have a well-rounded view of
what is happening in your community. Most of the time you can engage with someone who has fundamentally
differing views as long as safety and danger are not a concern. Recognize when you can move someone past
their fear and emotion to work together on a different issue with which you agree. Healthy communities are built
on differing viewpoints.

Utilize the knowledge and skills of your team to be proactive and build yourself a support network to surround
you when situations like this arise. Consider having a staff member that works on diverse viewpoints and has the
language and knowledge to navigate these conversations. Remember, self-care is important throughout your
campaign and especially during tough times.
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Resources

Stages of Racial identity Development - Several frameworks have been developed to address stages of racial and
ethnic identity development. The models allow for broader applications in understanding how individuals
function in community, family, and organizational settings. It is important to note that not everyone will
necessarily go through every stage in a framework, nor do they serve as a linear progression for individual
development - the stages may be cyclical, and people may revisit different stages during different parts of their
lives.

Principled Struggle by NʼTanya Lee - “struggle for the sake of building deeper unity, that we are honest and
direct while holding compassion, that we each take responsibility for our own feelings and actions, and seek
deeper understanding by asking questions and reading a text (such as an article or proposal) before we launch
our counter argument.” This does not mean we agree on every single thing.

Narrative Change -The act of promoting narratives that challenge existing ones to drive social change.

https://meh.religioused.org/RacialIdentityDevelopment.pdf
https://www.orsimpact.com/DirectoryAttachments/7182019_123705_659_Measuring_narrative_Change_FINAL_rev_17July2019.pdf#:~:text=As%20a%20result%2C%20changing%20the%20narrative%20is%20often,that%20challenge%20existing%20ones%20to%20drive%20social%20change.

